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Weicom 
This manual and the accoffil 

decades of studio experience as 
duction at a number ofinstitutio 
Frequencies, Volume 2: Effects 
- Delay and Reverb Drills, and 
Dual-Octave Drills are the come 
ing drill sets. Each volume is an . 
ofhands-on experience into a ~_'_' ' 

Iden Ears 
audio eartraining program. 

the product of close to two 
recording engineering and pro
you have purchased, Volume 1: 
dfor Volume 3: Time Domain 
r Frequencies - 113 Octave and 
:ipated series of audio eartrain
'Se, designed to condense years 

As you workyour way through the exercises, you'll find yourselfhearing record
ings in a completely newlight. Furthermore, you may expect these CDs to provide 
years of service as a reference. Long after mastering the exercises, you'll be able to 
give your ears an occasional "workout" to maintain your valuable skills. 

About this manual: Many people have an aversion to reading manuals. 
However, if you want to start right in with the CDs, go ahead. Simply put on the 
first CD, play it, and try to figure it out When you get confused or bored, or just 
feel like reading something, that's when you should read the manual. 

On ilie other hand, the manual and the CDs are designed to work together. We 
haven't wasted valuable CD rt cording time with information that could be better 
presented in this manual. I'V(' tried to put as much useful material as possible in 
this manual, so you might waI It restrain your initial urge to leap right in. 

Why develop Golden Ears~ The auditory challenges facing today's musicians 
and recording. mixing, and mastering engineers are really substantial.The perfor
mance baseline for audio technology has improved dramatically over the past 

4 

twenty years. From the recording studio to the listener's loudspeakers, we have 
come to expect recordings ofsuperb acoustic instruments, really convincing sam
pling and synthesis, mega-awesome processing capabilities, and so forth. We now 
expect audio quality that indudesflat frequency response, noiseless and distor
tionless audio signals, and superb time and spatial resolution. To get these things, 
we need extremelywell-developed critical listening skills. 

Golden ears are skilled enough to discern, measure, analyze, and express the 
physical qualities of musical sounds accurately. Once you have them, you will be 
able to listen to recordings with more sensitivity and awareness 

Golden ears enable us to realize the fi.!ll potential ofour audio systems in the pro
duction of recorded music. This CD set provides a crucial tool for developing those 
ears quicklyand easily. Itprovides a base ofauditory experience and knowledge that 
is essential for working with modem recorded music. Working through these drills 
and usingthem as refreshers fromtime to timewill permityou to gain and maintain 
the equivalent of five to tenyears ofcritical listening experience in a matter ofweekll. 

As you get good at these drills, you will be able to pinpoint problems rapidly and 
make useful decisions about how to deal with various audio and musical prob
lems, instead ofhaving to resort to the more traditional "keep tun ling knobs until 
something sounds good" approach, with its accompanying hype ('Tm just reset
ting the critical phase offsets. I'll be with you in a second. There, how's that? Ya 
gotta love it!"). You will come to know, by ear, how the audio energy is distributed 
across the spectrum, approximately how loud two sounds are relative to each 
other, the kinds ofsignal processing going on, and so on. Ahnost as important, you 
will be able to easily detect when others are reduced to random knob-twiddling 

and hype. g~~ 

/ p ~ Dave Moulton 
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Calibrating your system 

Calibration consists of a brief sequence of pink noise and five tones. The pink 

noise will be used for setting playback level, and the tones will be used to confirm 
the spectrum range ofyour playback system. The calibration material is at the end 
of each CD. This way you don't have to listen to it each time you start up. 

First, you will set your playback level. It is fairly important not to adjust levels 
while you are doing the drills (because of the variation in level vs. spectrum at dif
ferent loudness levels-- the so-called Fletcher-Munson curves). You will listen to 

the. pink noise to do this. 
Then you will check out the spectrum using the tones. You should probably 

have all of your tone controls off or set at flat, unless you are really attached to 
some listening setting that yOll like an awful lot. Also, ifyou have a loudness com
pensation button on your playback preamp or receiver, you should tum it off. 

Setting Playback Level Using Pink Noise 
The pink noise is played at three different levels. The first level is the "nominal 

listening leveL" It will be at the same loudness as the slates and drills when noth
ing is boosted or cut. You should set the your playback level so it is comfortably 
medium loud, subject to the I :onsiderationsof the next two pink noise levels (75 
dB SPL might be nice, ifyou have an SPL meter handy). The second level is 6 dB 
louder than the nominal listening level and it is about as loud as any of the drills 
ever get. You should verify that (a) it doesn't cause your speakers or the neighbors 
any distress and (b) it is comfortable, if somewhat loud. The third level is another 
6 dB louder (12 dB above the nominal level), and represents the maximum level 

6 

that your playback system will ever need to handle for these drills.You should sim
ply confirm that the system doesn't show signs of distress (bad odors, crackling 
noises, obvious distortion, etc.) at this level. If it does, you will need to turn down 
the playback level until it can be reproduced with ease by your system. 

Checking the Response of Your System Using the Tones. 
The last track on the CD is about 20 seconds long and consists of five 

sinusoidal tones, in the fonowing order: 
1KHz 

19KHz 

100Hz 
15KHz 

40Hz 
These are at the nominal listening level. Each tone lasts for 

about five seconds. 
You should play back the five tones. Ifyou can't hear 1 KHz, 10 KHz or 100 Hz at 

the nominal listening level, there is a serious problem with your monitoring system 
that has to be dealtwith before you can proceed. The loudnesses ofthese tones may 
sound different to you- so long as the differences are not extreme, you are OK The 
15 KHz and 40 Hz tones represent extremes of the audio spectrum, both for the 
equipment and for our hearing. Expect them to be significantly softer in level. They 
may even be inaudible or barely audible. Ifso, you can proceed, but you should be 
aware that you may have a little trouble hearing the extremes of the spectrum. 

You are now ready to begin the drills. 
There are two basic types of drills: sets of examples of changes in loudness of 

octave bands of the audio spectrum and critical (AlB) comparisons of two ver
sions of a recording. 
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me One 

Frequencies 
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The Equalization Drill. 
The equalization drill sets each consist often examples. Each example is about 

ten seconds long and consists of either pink noise or music. The example begins 
with the sound played normally. After about three seconds, the sound is altered by 
boosting or cutting the amplitude ofone or more octaves in the spectrum, using a 
graphic equalizer. After about four seconds of equalized sound, the sound is 
returned to its normal state.Your task is to identify which octaves of the spectrum 
were boosted or cut 

To help you, there is a warmup drill preceding the drill set to let you get the 
"sound" ofthe various octaves "in your eMS," Also, the beginning drill sets restrict 
the octave ranges being changed into groups called "low" (octaves one through 
five, 31-500 Hertz), "mid" (octaves four through eight, 250-4000 Hertz), and 
"high" (octaves six through ten, 1 KHz-16 KHz). This greatly simplifies your deci
sion-making at the beginning. 

Doing the Equalization Drills 
Calibrate your system (refer to the previous section) and get yourself set on the 

median plane (equidistant from each speaker). You will find the answers to these 
exercises at the end of this chapter and answer sheet templates at the end of the 
manual. Start at the beginning, with Drill Set 1 of the first CD ofVolume 1. 

• Play the Drill Set, which will include the warmup drill. While listening to the 
warmup drill, try to memorize the sound of the octaves being boosted. Then lis
ten to the ten examples of the drill set. Guess which octave is being boosted and 
write it down, expressing it as a center frequency (i.e. "125 Hz"). 

When you complete the drill set, hit pause on the CD player, and skip back to 
the beginning ofthe drill set. The CD will cue up just after the slate for the drill set 
itself, at Example 1. 
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of the audio spectrum. 
• Play the drill set a second time to double check your answers. Pause and skip 

back again. Now take out the answer sheet that is included in the CD booklet, and 
play back the drill set a third time, listening while writing down the correct 

answers on the answer sheet. 
• Pause again at the end to score yourself. Ifyou guess the correct octave on an 

example, give yourself10 for that example. For each octave "off" you are, take away 
1, so that ifyou guessed 1 KHz (Octave 6) and the right answer was 250 Hz (Octave 
4), your score is 8. Total up your scores for all ten examples. A perfect score for a 
drill set is 100. Ifyou simply wrote down random answers, you should get around 
40 points. What I've found is that scores ofbetween 85 and 95 are typical for single 
octave bands of music being boosted or cut, once you get the hang of it. 

• Now go ahead to Drill Set 2. Once again, listen to the warmup drill and play 
through the ten examples while guessing which octave is boosted. listen to the 
examples a second time to reconsider your answers. Then play back the examples 
while looking at the correct answers and entering them on the answer sheet. Pause 

and score yourself. 
• Go ahead to Drill Set 3 and repeat. 
• Quit for the time being. It is counterproductive to work on these exercises 

when your ears are tired. 
• Start your second session by repeating the last drill set of the previous session. 

Again, do three drill sets, listening to each drill set twice before checking the 
answers. Always listen to the drill set while you check the correct answers, and 
write those correct answers down to help you learn to "visualize" in your mind the 

correct answer related to the sound. 
Work through both CDs inVolume 1 this way, repeating the last drill set from the 

previous session and adding two new drill sets. 
Drill Sets 1-3 involve pink noise being boosted in low, middle and high regions 

Drill Sets 4-6 use musical material instead of pink noise, again boosting in low, 
middle and high regions of the spectrum. 

Drill Set 7 will introduce cuts, again starting with pink noise. You will probably 
find it is easiest to identify the frequency of the octave being cut when it is being 
brought back in at the end of the example. 

Drill Set 13 begins to deal with the entire sp~, so that your range ofpossible 
choices is much lalger.lfyou find yourselfgetting confused by too many choices, feel 
free to go back and review any ofthe first 12 drill sets in order to get your bearings. 

Drill Set 5 on the second CD introduc,:s the possibility that a given octave is 
either boosted orcut As you do these drills, you must indicate on the answer sheet 
whether the octave in question is boosted (use a "+") or cut (use a "."). When you 
score this or later drill sets where you have to guess whether the octave is boosted 
or cut, ifyou guess wrong, take away two more points, so that ifyou had guessed 
1 KHz boosted when in fact 250 Hz was cut, your scor~ would be 6. 

I
• When you have worked your way through both CDs ofVolume 1 this way, you 

should then try CD 1 on random play. Now you will do the drill sets without a 
warmup andwithout knowing what the drill set is going to be about. Always listen 
again while writing down the correct answers. 

• When you have become proficient at hearing the drills on CD 1, switch to CD 2 
and play it randomly. To provide a little more challenge, try listening only once to 
the drill set before checking with the correct answers. CD 2 can be played lots of 
times (probably close to an infinite number- although why you would do that I 
honestly do not know) before you will know it well enough to be able to remem
ber the answers. 

Through all ofthis, limityour sessions to three or, at the most, four drill sets. 
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How these drills were made 
The equalization drills were produced using Pink Noise from an Ivie Pink Noise 

generator and Compact Disc recordings in a variety of musical styles. Although 
these drills are pretty close to Fair Use under the copyright law, we have obtained 
permissions from all owners of the recorded material, and would like to thank 
them by encouraging you to support them by buying their records. See the credit 
list for a complete listing of all recordings used. 

Both the Pink Noise (in mono) and the recordings (in stereo) were passed 
through a liREI 1Q-band graphic equalizer and then recorded directly to hard disk 
via Digidesign's Pro Tools for editing and assembly. The graphic equalizer was set 
flat and for each exercise the appropriate octave band was boosted or cut by the 
appropriate amount (12 dB, or the limit of travel, for Volume 1). In the music 
recordings, both channels were treated identically. 

I determined which band(s) to boost or cut by the use ofa random number gener

me One 

ator, subject to the following limits: I never did the same thing twice in a row, and I 
excluded "no change" as a possible answer. Because the selectionwas random, don't 
expect that all octave bands must be included in any drill set or that you can antici
pate what we are going to do next I wasn't trying to fool you or play mind games. 

After assembly editing ofall the drills and slates, I got bored with the slates and 
decided to add signal processing to an occasional slate, for amusement The pro
cessing varies from slate to slate and it's there to give you something else to do 
while improving your mind. 

The slate for each track actually appears at the end of the wannup drill, SO that 
you may listen 'blind' to each track. 
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Octave 10: Exueme highs, airiness, hiss and sizzle. Uttle musical content. Upper 

Perfect pitch is a highly developed auditory memory that allows you to identify 16KHz pan of 'edge' of sound 

a given pitch by ear alone. A few people have that memory capability naturally. 10240 
Most of us can learn it, if we want to. The Golden Ears course does something 
related to perfect pitch training, in thatit teaches and develops your memory for 

811 
Octave 9: Highs. tteble, metallic brighmess, sibilance, musical content includes 
cymbals, upper end of snare drum, metal guitar strings, etc. Sometimes called 
brilliance. 

regions of the audible spectrum. Where the musician with perfect pitch can say 5120 

"That note is an E-tlat," you will be able to say, "The treble is boosted by 3 dB at 2.5 
KHz" This latter ability turns out to be extremely useful. In essence, itgives you the 
ability to tune your audio system or recording studio, which can be thought of as 
a musical instrument. 

You will learn to identify the qualities of frequencies throughout the audible 
spectrum, using pink noise and musical examples. This ability is developed grad

'ii.. 
!... 
Ii 
.;.. 
E 

'10...... 
~ 

411 

2K 

Octave 8: Presence, 'edge' of hard consonants, primary recognition range for voice 
and words, upper end of specuum for many insuuments, brighmess, etc. 
Critical musical and vocal range. 

2560 
Octave 7: Upper mid-range. Phantom Image recognition. Hardness, intenSity, 
loudness, defini1on. Major range of harmonic content and spectral identifiers for 
many insuuments. 

1280 

ually. InVolume 1, you will learn the sound of each of the ten octaves in the spec
trum. These are the raw materials of frequency out of which we build music, and 
each one has its own particular characteristics! quality, and musical significance. 
In recording, handling these octaves is one of our primary tasks. 

t 
i. 
E.. 

11 

tHigh C-I040} 

III 

500Hz 

Octave 6: Mid-range. HIghest fundamental pitches. Beginning of upper harmonics 
and specttalldentiliers for lower Instruments. Musical contents includes pitches, 
centtal pans of most instruments' spectra 

640 

Octave 5: Lower mid-range. Body and richness of sounds. Fullness and rounded 
qualities. The primary treble octave of musical p'tches. 

On the following page: 

The Ten Octaves ofthe Audio Spectrum. Given both in terms ofthe ISO center frequen

cies (on left) and boundary frequencies. Each octave has its own particu~r qualities, 

.!!... 
-i 
:;.. 
E 

0tIltJdJ.C.l6O) 

250 

320 
Octave 4: The so-called 'mud-range'. Transition octave between bass and 
midrange. Thickness and muddiness, thumpiness. The Tenor octave of musical 
pitches. Critical fundamental pitch range. Middle C lives here. 

musically, acoustically and p.:ychoacoustically... '10.... 
125~ 

~ •.... flDutC·65j.... 
62.5 =

160 

Octave 3: Upper bass. Musical foundation octave. Bass and lower elements ofdrum 
kit have fundamentals here. Critical bottom end range. All speakers play back this 
octave. 

80 

Octave 2: Lower bass. Sonic foundation octave. Bottom of musical pitches. Primary 
bass energy. Low C lives here. Most loudspeakers play back this octave. 

~ 
:5 

40 
..B Octave 1: BottoTend. Uttle musical content. Effects. Fundamental of kick drum. 
:- 31.25 .... mostly not playp.,j back by loudspeakers. Very atmospheric. Exotic. 

14 t 20 
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Some insights about these octave ranges: 
-Various musical functions exist in various different ranges. Octaves 2-5 contain 

the musical fundamental pitches. Octaves above those contain the overtones that 
are central to defining timbre for musical sounds. 

- Overall apparent loudness is very much a function of how these octaves are 
treated. This is particularly true for octave 7. which contains the frequencies our 

ears are most sensitive to. 
Later on, we are going to release additional materials you can use to learn to 

identify (to 3 dB accuracy) the magnitude of a change in level of any octave of the 
spectrum. This skill will then be extended to 1/3 octave resolution. 

Another useful direction we will also offer allows you to practice hearing two dif
ferent octaves of the specuum modified simultaneously.When you have mastered 
this, you will have acquired the fundamental ability to mentally scan the audible 
spectrum and "hear out" spectral elements by ear. You will begin to be able to hear 
and identify full equalization curves, not to mention the harmonic structures of 
individual musical sounds. Finally, you can work on drills involving three spectral 

regions modified simultaneously! 
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Volume 1, Disc 1 (Frequencies) 

This is the first CD in the Golden Ears Audio Ear 'fraining series of recordings. 
.Drills on this CD involve identifying one-octave bands of pink noise or recorded 
music that have been boosted or cut using a conventional graphic equalizer. The 
first 12 drill sets involve only a portion of the audio spectrum, making it easy for 
you to concentrate on learning the sound of a particular portion of the spectrum. 
Drill sets 13 and 14 involve the entire audio spectrum. 

Answers are given below. I recommend that you go back and re-listen to drills 
you have done while observing the answers to help you "internalize" the sounds 
of the various octaves of the spectrum. Please note that'Itack Cue points occur after 
the identifying slates andwann-up drills, so thatyou mayselectdrills atrandom to test 
your hearing ability as it develops. • 

All of us at KIQ Productions gratefully acknowledge and thank the various 
record companies that have allowed us to use their recorded materials. We urge 
you to support these companies and buy their records. 

Credits 
Created and produced by David Moulton 
Engineer: Robin Coxe-Yeldham. Assistants: Bill Lee and Dan Ricci 
Rights to recorded material granted by: 

Boston Skyline Records, Boston, MA 
SOL Records, 51 Maxfield Street, West Roxbury, MA 02131 Tel. 617-327-6470 
WC Records, Los Angeles, CA . 
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vr/ll ~er I Lowest Jwe one-octave bands oj Pmk Noise boosted 12 dB 

Example # 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Answers: 500 Hz 63 Hz 5,10 Hz 31 Hz 250 Hz 125 Hz 500 Hz 125 Hz 250 Hz 500 Hz 

Drill Set 2 Middle five one-octave bands ofPink Noise boosted 12 dB
 

Example # 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
 

Answers: 4KHz 2KHz m Hz SOO Hz 250 Hz 500 Hz 1KHz
 

Drill Set 3 Highest five one-octave bands ofPink Noise boosted 12 dB
 

Example # 1 21 4 '5 6 7
 

Answers: 1KHz 8 KHz 2KHz 8KHz 4KHz 8KHz 1KHz
 

Drill Set 4 (Music: Tom Coster: "Cotchall, " IVC 2015-2, Band 1.)
 

Lowestfive one-octave bands ofMusic boosted 12 dB
 

Example # 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
 

Answers: 63 Hz 250 Hz 500 Hz 31 Hz 500 Hz 63 Hz 125 Hz
 

Drill Set 5 (Music: Signs ofLife: "Signs ofLife, " SOL Records, Track 1)
 

Middle five one-octave bands ofMusic boosted 12 dB
 

Example # 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
 
Answers: 250 Hz 1KHz 250 Hz 500 Hz 250 Hz 4KHz 250 Hz
 

Drill Set 6 (Music: Alex Acuna and the Unkrwwns: "Thinking ofYou, "/vc 1) 

Highest five one-octave bands ofMusic boosted 12 dB. 
9 10
Example # 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
 

Answers: 4KHz 16 KHz 1KHz' 4KHz 1KHz 8KHz 2KHz 8KHz
 4KHz 16 KHz 

" ,_.~~_._-_.",--_ 18 • 'M" ,.: _wwei.IUIU AlAi 

Drill Set 7
 

Format: Lowestfive one-octave bands ofPink Noise cut 12 dB.
 

Example # 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 10
 
Answers: 500 Hz 63 Hz 500 Hz 31 Hz 125 Hz 500 Hz 125 Hz 63 Hz
 

Drill Set 8
 

Format: Middlefive one-octave bands ofPink Noise cut 12 dB.
 

Example # 1234567 8 , 10
 
Answers: 500 Hz 1KHz 250 Hz 500 Hz 4KHz 500 Hz 1KHz 250 4KHz
 

Drill Set 9
 

Format: Highest five one-octave bands ofPink Noise cut 12 dB.
 

Example # 1234567 10
 
Answers: 4KHz 16 KHz 1KHz 2KHz 4KHz 8KHz 1KHz 16 KHz
. 
Drill Set 10 (Music: "The Ve".. Best of TRACKS, 1969-1974," BSD 111,
 

Format: Lowest five one-octave bands ofMusic cut 12 dB.
 

Example # 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
 

Answers: 2SO Hz 63 Hz 500 Hz 63 Hz 125 Hz 250 Hz 125 Hz
 

Drill Set 11 (Music: Kevyn Lettau: "Simple Life, • IVC 2016-2, Band 1)
 

Format: Middle [we one-octave bands ofMusic cut 12 dB.
 

I Example # 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8""'!fI~1~l1 10
 
"~,' , 

Answers: SOO Hz 2KHz 1KHz 4KHz 250 Hz 500 Hz 250 Hz 1KHz SOO Hz 250 HzI
 

I
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8 ~V~j; 10 
f-l.,:,f. 

16 KHmgfuIIl)L~,\j 125 Hz 

8 wf{~4B 10 

4KH~,6UHW~ 4KHz 

8 

4KH 

min 
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Drill Set 12 (Music: Bruno Rdberg: "Pentimento," BSD 115, Band 1)
 

Format: Highest five one-octave bands ofMusic cut 12 dB.
 

Exomple# 1 2 ,1 4 5 6 7
 

Answers: 8KHz 16 KHz 4~Hz 8KHz 2KHz. 4KHz 16 KHz
 

Drill Set 13
 

Format: All ten one-octave bands ofPink Noise boosted 12 dB.
 

Exomple# 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
 

Answm: 31 Hz 16 KHz 1KHz 2KHz 63 Hz 4KHz 31 Hz
 

Drill Set 14 (Music: Don Grusin, "Don Grusin," JVC JMI 2010-2, Band
 

Format: All ten one-octave bands ofMusic boosted 12 dB.
 

Exomple# 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
 

Answers: 16 KHz 4KHz 63Hz 500Hz 8KHz 4KHz 500 Hz
 

Volume 1, Disc 2 (Frequencies contd.) 

This is the second CD in the Golden EarsAudio Ear1iainingseries ofrecordings. 
Drills on this CD involve identifying one-octave bands of pink noise or recorded 
music that have been boosted or cut using a conventional graphic equalizer. The 
first four drill sets each are restricted to either boosting or cutting. The remaining 
ten sets involve a mixture of boosting and cutting octaves across the entire audio 
spectrum. 

Answers are given below. I recommend that you go back and re-listen to drills 
you have done while observing the answers to help you "internalize" the sounds 
of the various octaves of the spectrum. Please note that1rackCue points occur after 
the identifyingslates andwarrn-up drills, so thatyou mayselectdrills at random to test 
your hearing ability as it develops. 

All of us at KIQ Productions gratefully acknowledge and thank the various 
record companies that have allowed us to use their recorded materials. We urge 
you to support these companies and buy their records. 

Credits 
Created and produced by David Moulton 
Engineer: Robin Coxe-Yeldham. Assistants: Bill Lee and Dan Ricci 

,i Rights to recorded material granted by: 
i 

I Boston Skyline Records, Boston, MA! SOL Records, 51 Maxfield Street, West Roxbury, MA 02131 Tel. 617-327-6470 
j JVC Records, Los Angeles, CA 



Drill Set 1 Drill Set 6 
Format: 

Exomple# 

Answe15: 

All ten one-octave bands ofPink Noi:le boosted 12 dB. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

16 KHz 125 Hz 8kHz 125 Hz 500 Hz 16 KHz 4KHz 

8 

31 Hlg~;2~:A~(: 

Format: All ten one-octave bands ofPink Noise boosted (+) or cut (-) 12 dB. 

Exumple# 1 2 . 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Answers: -8KHz +4KHz +63Hz +500Hz +4KHz -8KHz +500Hz +IK 

10 

-250Hz 

Drill Set 2 (Music: "The Very Best of TRACKS, 1969-1974," BSD 111, 

Format: All ten one-octave bands ofMusic boosted 12 dB. 

Exomple# 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Answers: 2KHz 125 Hz 63 Hz 250 Hz 2KHz 63 Hz 250 Hz 

Drill Set 7 

Format: All ten one-octave bands ofPink Noise boosted (+) or cut (-) 12 

Exumple# 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Answers: +16KHz -16KHz -31Hz -4KHz +500Hz +8KHz -4KHz -63 

Drill Set 3 

Format: All ten one-octave bands ofPink Noi:le cut 12 dB. 

Exumple# I 2 3 4 5 6 

Answe15: I KHz 63 Hz 500 Hz 2KHz 4KHz 63 Hz 

7 

250 Hz 

10 

2KHz 

Drill Set 8 (Music: Signs ofLife: "Signs ofLife, " SOL Records, Track 2) 

Format: All ten one-octave bands ofMusic boosted (+) or cut (-) 12 dB. 

Exomple# I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Answers: +8KHz -4KHz -500Hz -2KHz +16KHz .16KHz -250Hz +63H 

10 

-8KHz 

Drill Set 4 (Music: Alex Acuna and the Unknowns: "Thinking ofYou, " /VC 

Format: All ten one-octave bands ofMusic cut 12 dB. 

Exumple# 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Answers: 16 KHz 125 Hz 16 KHz 4KHz 63 Hz 2KHz 250 Hz 

10 

2KHz 

Drill Set 9 (Music: Bruno Raberg: "Pentimento," BSD 115, Band 2) 

Format: All ten one-octave bands ofMusic boosted (+) or cut (-) 12 db. 

Example # 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Answers: +125Hz +250Hz -500Hz +250Hz -125Hz +500Hz +125Hz -63 

10 

-250Hz 

Drill Set 5 

Format: All ten one-octave band.! ofPink Noise boosted (+) or cut (-) 12 

Exumple# 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Answers: +31Hz +63Hz -500Hz +31Hz -16KHz +31Hz -125Hz +4KHz -31 Hz 
10 

-250Hz 

Drill Set 10 (Music: Tom Coster: "Gotchall," jrc 2015-2, Band 2.) 

Format: All ten one-octave bands ofMusic boosted (+) or cut (-) 12 dB. 

Exomple# I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Answ815: +125Hz +16KHz -250Hz +31Hz +16KHz -1KHz -4KHz +500Hz +2KHz 

10 

+125Hz 

22 
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Drill Set 11 (Music: Trio Sonata: "Encore!", BSD 114, Band 1) . 

Format: All ten one-octave bands ofMusic boosted (+) or cut (-) 12 dB. 

Exomple# 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Answers: -500Hz +4KHz -125Hz +IKHz +125Hz -BKHz -250Hz +16KI 

Drill Set 12 {Music: "The Very Best of TRACKS, 1969-1974," BSD 111, 

Format: All ten one-octave bands ofMusic boosted (+) or cut (-) 12 dB. 

uornple# 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Answen: +500Hz +125Hz +1 KHz -~OOHz +8KHz -125Hz -500Hz +2KH 

A word about blank answer sheets. 

At the back of the book you'll find all the blank answer sheets for the various 
exercises and drills contained on the CDs. In order to keep this manual to pmcti
cal proportions we've only provided a handful of each format, so we advise you to 
rush to Xerox machine and make fistfuls of copies of each type of blank so you 
won't run out in the course of the program. 

If you do run short, fax us at 213/650-2468 and we'll fax or mail some new 
masters to you. 

Drill Set 13 (Music: Seymour Hayden: "Scarlatti by Hayden ", BSD 112, . 

Format: All ten one-octave bands ofMusic boosted (+) or cut (-) 12 dB. 

Exomple# I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Answers: +125Hz -125Hz ., 250Hz +125Hz -500Hz ·+4KHz +500Hz -31 H 

Drill Set 14 (Music: Don Grusin, "Don Grusin, " IVC IMI 2010-2, Band 

Format: All ten one-octave band~ ofMusic boosted (+) or cut (-) 12 dB. 

uomple# 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Answers: -8KHz -125Hz -500Hz +1KHz -16KHz -31 Hz -2KHz +250H 

10 

-63Hz 

24 25 
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me Two "",,- a/b-~ 
The AlB Drills 
Each AlB drill set consist~ of five examples. Each example is a pair of recorded 

excerpts ofmusic. The first recording (A) is the "reference" and the second (B) is a 
clone ofthe first with some sort ofsigqal processing or audio anomaly added.Your 
task is to identify the signal processing applied to the B recording. 

To assist you, we have limited the number of possibilities to a menu of 31 pos
sible signal processing changes, grouped into six families: amplitude change, dis
tortion, compression, equalization, stereophony and time-delay/reverberation. 
Also, we have included "no change" as an additional answer, just to keep you hon
est Instead ofa warmup drill, the first halfofCD 3 demonstrates all ofthese effects 
for you. The balance of CD 3 and all ofCD 4 are A/B drills. 

The A/B drills are an effort to instill critical listening paranoia in you and to 
teach you how to hear and identify small differences between two versions of the 
same recording. This is an absolutely essential skill for certain aspects of record 
production work. Trust me! You don't want to be the one to explain that you didn't 
notice that the reverb return on the right channel dropped out in the middle of the 
third song and that because you didn't notice it you went ahead and OK'd it for a 
production run of 5,000 CDs. Such explanations are upsetting for all concerned 
and it is better for your basic life quality ifyou don't have to be involved in many 
such explanations, particularly as the person who has to do the explaining! 
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Doing the Drills 

• Calibrate your system. Answer sheet templates are at the end of this chapter 
and answer sheet templates at the end of the manual. 

• listen to the demonstration examples on CD 1 ofVolume 2. There are thirty
one of them, in six families. Go over them until you are quite sure you can hear the 
differences described. You will probably find some of them quite easy; while oth
ers will be a little harder. Devote an entire listening session just to the demonstra
tion examples. It will take between 45 minutes and an hour. 

• Then, in your next session, cue up Drill Set 1 on CD 1 (beginning with'Ifack 8). 
listen to the five AlB examples. For each example, guess both which family ofsig
nal processing was used, and which specific menu item it was. On some examples, 
only one channel is changed. Guess which channel (note that it doesn't have to be 
the same as the channel used in the demonstration examples). 

• After you have completed the five examples, put the CD player in Pause and 
skip back to Track 8 (Example 1) again. listen again to reconsider your answers. 
Skip back and listen a third time, this time writing down the correct answers. At the 
end of the drill set, hit pause, and score yourself. 

• Ifyou guess everything correctly, including left or right channel, give yourself 
20 for the example. If you get the channel wrong but have everything else right, 
give yourself 15. If you guess the right family of effects but have miss the menu 
item, give yourself 10. Otherwise, it's the bigzippo for you. A perfect score for a drill 
set is 100. Ifyou guess randomly, you should probably get about 7 points.JYpical 

. scores are between 45 and 70. 
After you have scored yourself, go back and check out the stuffyou got wrong. 

listen to the A and B version until you can easily pick out the difference. 
• Skip ahead to Track 13, the beginning ofDrill Set 2. listen to the five examples, 

listen again to check your answers, listen a third time while looking at and writing 
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down the correct answers, score yourselfifyou like, and resolve the examples you 
didn't get right. 

ThJo drill sets (ten examples) are enough for anygiven session. 

•Work through the six drill sets on CD 1 and the 12 drill sets on CD 2 ofVolume 
2. Then, use the random function on CD 2 to really challenge yourself. Each exam
ple has its own track number. Press random and then play; listen to the A and B 
versions, hit pause, and check the track number on the CD player. Look up the 
answer. Ifyou didn't get it right, go back over the example until you can hear it. 
Repeat up to ten times each session. . 

How These Drills Were Made 
The AlB drills were created by recording an excerpt to hard disk from a com

mercial recording about thirty seconds long. This recording (the A version) is 
cloned and then passed through one of the thirty-odd signal processing possibili
ties we have included, and then recorded as a second hard disk sound file. This 
modified clone is then named "B" and assembled with the slates and "X' to create 
each example in the drill set. Each example uses different music. 

Selection of the signal processing was done in two stages, both random. First, 
the family of change type was selected, including the possibility of "no change." 
Then, within each family, a particular change was selected. In the case where the 
selection involved only one oftwo channels, selection ofLeft or Right was also ran
dom. The only limit I applied was not to allow two "no changes" in a row. 

I continued the practice of adding signal processing to the slates, just as a fun 
kind of distractor. These have no relationship to the actual examples themselves. 
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Hearing Amplitude 
The ability to hear a signal as being louder or softer seems obvious, but given 

that the louder sound usually seems to sound better, it is essential to know when 
loudness is the only difference between two signals. That way, you neither fool 
yourself nor get fooled by some crazed or unethical salesperson. Another possi
bility I've included here is the gradual change in level. In these examples, the Bver
sion starts out identically to the Aversion, but gradually changes level during the 
example. 

Hearing Distortion 
You willleam to recognize TIID (Total Harmonic Distortion) in recorded music, 

in the 10-30% range (pretty gross) and in the 1-10% range (mild). You will proba
bly be surprised to find out that perception ofdistortion is significantly affected by 
the music being played, and also by the extent to which harmonic distortion is 
dependent on level. You also willleam that terms like "10% distortion" are pretty 
much meaningless on dynamically changing signals, and what we mean to say is 
something like "the loudest peaks of the recording are probably generating distor
tion products that are only 20 dB (10% of the amplitude) softer than the peaks 
themselves." 

Hearing Compression 
You will learn to recognize the effect ofcompression on a variety ofdifferent sig

nals, and to identify fast and slow compressor release times. This is a fairly difficult 
area, and probably warrants significant study by itself (another future project). 
The "musical" impact of compression is a highly variable one, where very slight 
changes result in dramatically different effects. 
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Hearing Equalization 
You willleam to recognize equalization problems, on either or both channels. 

This is, of course, related to the spectrum analysis drills you have been doing. For 
these drills we used on-console equalization rather than a graphic equalizer, and 
we set controls in ways that we found musically relevant. The details of the indi
vidual settings are given in the answer sheets. 

Hearing the Stereo Field 
You willleam to recognize anomalies in the stereo image consistently (reverse 

image, mono summation, polarity reversal, and pseudo-stereo). These develop 
your ability to identify the important and all too frequent errors that appear in our 
final product: the stereophonicmix. Confidence that you canreliably catch and fix 
these problems is invaluable. 

I generated pseudo-stereo for these examples by using a IO-band graphic equal
izer with alternating octaves boosted and cut and,.the settings of the two channels 
reversed.The resulting phase shift results in a "phasey" kind ofstereo spaciousness. 

Hearing Time Domall" 
You willleam to recognize channel-to-channel time differences over the 1-50 

ms. range, and to recognize gated and ungated reverb. 
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Examples MusicVolume 2, Disc 1 (Effects & Processing) 

This is the third CD in the Golden Ears Audio Ear li"aining series of recordings. 
Drills on this CD involve identifying signal processing used to change a recording. 
The first half of the CD involves examples of 31 different possible signal-process
ing changes used in these examples. The remainder ofthe CD consists of drill sets 
of five examples each. 

Answers are given below. I recommend that you go back and re-listen to drills 
you have done while observing the answers to help you "internalize" the sounds 
of the various octaves of the spectrum. Please note thatltack Cue points occur after 
the identifying slates and wann-up drills, so that you mayselectdrills at random to test 
your hearing ability as it develops. 

All of us at KIQ Productions gratefully acknowledge and thank the various 
record companies that have allowed us to use their recorded materials. We urge 
you to support these companies and buy their records. 

Credits 

Created and produced by David Moulton
 
Engineer: Robin (~oxe-Yeldham.
 
Assistants: Bill Lee and Dan Ricci
 
Rights to recorded material granted by:
 

Boston Skyline Records, Boston, MA 
SOL Records, 51 Maxfield Street, West Roxbury, MA 02131 Tel. 617-327-6470 
JVe Records, Los Angelel.. CA 
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Track I
 

Track 2
 

Track 3
 

Track 4
 

Track 5
 

:;; .4lI!!$A¥_8i&a$ 

3dB louder 12
 

~ db salter
 I
 

II
3dB offen during sample 

3db boost during sample 5
 

gross (l0-30%) overload distortion ('clipping") 3
 

slighlll·3%) overload distortion ("clipping")
 14
 

compression, fust release 13
 

compression, slow releose
 6
 

high frequencies cut 9
 

high frequencies boosted 14
 

. Lor Rchannel lows boosted 6dB
 10
 

Lor Rthonnellows cuI 6dB
 2
 
Lor Rchannel lows &highs cui 6dB
 4
 
mid frequencies boosted 6dB
 7
 
mid frequencies cut 6dB
 8
 

. Lor Rthonnellows boosted &highs cui 6dB 12
 
Lor Rth. mids & highs cui 6dB I
 

Lor Rchannel mids boosted &opposite chonnel highs cuI 6dB II
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Examples Spedfic Change Music Examples Spedfic Change Music 

Drill Set 1 

Track B, Ex I 

Track 9, Ex 2 

Track 10, Ex 3 

Track", Ex 4 

Track 12, Ex 5 

Track 7 

Track 6 ':c :."J!;f[lt~~if:, 

"c," :'IIp-rRO" 

3db softer 

~ight (1-3%1 overload (martian ("dipping") 

compression, slow release 

stereo reversed 

gro~ (10-30%\ overload distortion ("clipping") 

reverb added 

reverb deleted 

gated rever~ added 

gated reverb deleted 

I ms. time delay Lor Rch. 

5ms. time delay Lor Rch, 

15 ms. time delay Lor Rch. 

30 ms. time delay Lor Rch. 

50 ms. time delay Lor Rch. 

stereo to mono 

mono to pseudo-stereo 

stereo reversed 

one channel reversed polorily 

12 

3 

13 

14 

5 

6 

9 

4 

9 

2 

15 

7 

8 

14 

5 

3 

14 

13 

Drill Set 3 

Track 18, Ex 1 

Track 19, Ex 2 

Track 20, Ex 3 

Track 21, Ex 4 

Track 22, Ex 5 

Drill Set 2 

Track 13, Ex I 

Track 14, Ex 2 

Track 15, Ex 3 

Track 16, Ex 4 

Track 17, Ex 5 

.Drill Set 4 

Track 23, Ex I 

Track 24, Ex 2 

Truck 25, Ex 3 

Track 26, Ex 4 

Tro<k 27, Ex 5 

Rchannel lows boosted 6dB @ 100 Hz. 

compression, slow release 

one chonnel reversed polarity 

3 dB louder 

mid frequendes boosted 6dB @ 1.5 KHz. 

3dB louder 

mono to pseudll-stereo 

gross (10-30%) overload distortion ("dipping") 

Lchannel lows boosted ~ dB @ 150 Hz. 

mid frequencies boosted 6dB @ 1.5 KHz. 

one channel reversed polorily 

no change 

L, cbannellows (200 Hz.) boasted &highs (10K Hz.) 

high frequencies (10KHz.) cut 

slight (1-3%) overload distortion ("dipping") 

2 

15 

9 

4 

9 

4 

9 

15 

2 

8 

" I 

7 

6 

9 
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bamples SpedtK Change Music Music Credits: 

Drill Set 5 

1t 

. Alex Acuna and Ihe Unknowns: "Thinking of You; lY( JMI 2006-2, JY( Recordsvt',.. 1 

Track 2B, Ex 1 no change , .it .. ~ " .)~ 1 2 OSlor (ostro-Neves: "Brozilion Scandals", JV( 201 B-2, JY( Records 

Track 29, Ex 2 high frequendts lUI 6dB @10 KHz, .. , . 12 3 Tom CosIer: "GoItho!l," JY( 2015-2, JV( Records 

Track 30, Ex 3 , high frequencies boosled 6dB@10KHZ,,,w....:.:...9 4 frank Go~~le: "Nole .~~rker", JMID 2001, JY( Rerords......•.. , 
Track 31, Ex 4 one chonnelreversed polorily _ 4 5 Don GruslO, Don GruslO, JV( JMI2010-2, JV( Records 

Track 32, Ex 5 compression, slow release ~~m 1m ~ 2 6 Kevyn lellou: 'Simple life," JY( 2016-2, JY( Records 
7 Special EfX: "Ploy", JY( 2017-2, JY( Recards, JY( Rerords 

Drill Set 6 ;:~ B Sodoo Wolonobe, "Morning Island", JM12013-2, JY( Records 

Track 33, Ex 1 'i~ 3db boosl during sample B 9 Signs of life: "Signs of life; SOL Records 

Track 34, Ex 2 .. ~ reverb added 14 10 Fihh £sIole: "Ding Dongl The Wilch is Bock'", BSD 116, Boslon Skyline Records 

Track 35, Ex 3 .. ) 3db boosl during sample 13 11 Seymour Hoyden: ''Scor1olli by Hoyden", Boslon Skyline Records 

Track 36, Ex 4 compression, slow release 6 12 Bruno Roberg: "Penfimenlo," BSD 115, BoslorrSkyline Records 

Track 37, Ex 5 3db soher 7 13 "The Very Bes! ofTRA(KS, 1969-1974; BSD 111, 80slon Skyline Records 
14 Trio Sonolo, BSD 110, Basion Skyline Rerords 

IS Trio Sonolo: "Encore!", BSD 114, Basion Skyline Records 

.onld...) 

Track 38 :~~ °N}fIf~~£: 
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This is the fourth CD in the Golden Ears Audio EarTraining series ofrecordings. 
Drills on this CD involve identifyingsignal processing used to change a recording. 

Answers are given below. I recommend that you go back and re-listen to drills 
you have done while observing the answers to help you "internalize" the sounds 

your hearing ability as it develops. 
All of us at KIQ Productions gratefully acknowledge and thank the various
 

record companies that have allowed us to use their recorded materials. We urge
 
you to support these companies and buy their records. 

Credits 

Rights to recorded material granted by: 

Boston Skyline Records, Boston, MA 
SOL Records, 51 Maxfield Street, West Roxbury, MA 02131 Tel. 617-327-6470 
NC Records, Los Angeles, CA 

Volume 2, Disc 2 (Effects & Processing) Examples Spednc Change Music 

Tralk 1 Introdudiun 

Drill Set 1
 

Tralk 2, Ex 1 3db solter 5 

Trade 3, Ex 2 RclI. lows rut 6dB @ 200 Hz. IS 

10mpression, lost releoseofthe various octaves of the spectrum. Please note thatTrack OIe points occur after Tralk 4, Ex 3 II 
the identifyingslates andwarm-up drills, so thatyou mayselect drills at randomto test Tralk 5, Ex 4 15 ms. limB delay Rmannel 3 

Tralk 6, Ex 5 slight (1·3%) overload distortion ("dipping") ,,~ 7 
...... !~:.t~ 

Drill Set 2 

Trade 7, Ex 1 Rm. lows lut 6dB @ 200 Hz. 6 

Trade 8, Ex 2 gross (10-30%) overload dlstortion ("dipping"), 13 

Created and produced by David Moulton Tralk 9, Ex 3 one lhannel reversed polurity 14 

Engineer: Robin Coxe-Yeldham. Trulk 10, Ex 4 stereo reversed 8 
Assistants: Bill Lee and Dan Ricci Trulk II, Ex 5 5ms. time delay Rlh. 2 

Drill Set 3 

TllItk 12, Ex 1 3db solter 4 

Tnn 13, Ex 2 no lhange 9 

Trock 14, Ex 3 gross 1I 0·30%) overload DIStortion ("dipping"1, 12 

Tralk 15, Ex 4 3dB anenuolion during sumple 1 

Trade 16, Ex 5 mid Irequendes 1016 dB (@ 2KHz.) 5 
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Drill Set 4 

Trock 17, Ex I 

Track 18, Ex 2 

Trock 19, Ex 3 

Track 20, Ex 4 

Track 21, Ex 5 

Drill Set 5 

Track 22, Ex 1 

Track 23, Ex 2 

Track 24, Ex 3 

Track 25, Ex 4 

Track 26, Ex 5 

Examples
 Spedflc Change Music Examples " Spedfk Change Music
 

Drill Set 7 

3dB louder 15 Trock 32, Ex I 3dB louder 3 

compression, fast release 11 Trock 33, Ex 2 . no mange \l 

no mange 3 Track 34, Ex 3 mid frequencies cut 6dB @ 1KHz. 7 
compression, slow releose 7 Track 35, Ex 4 compression, lost release 6 

one channel reversed polarity 6 Track 36, Ex 5 ' 3db salter ;~:,* .,".~.: »;:j::: 13 

Drill Set 8 

mono to pseudo-stereo 13 Track 37, Ex 1 3db boost during sample 14 
compression, lost release 14 Track 38, Ex 2 slight (1-3%) overload distortion ("dipping") 8 
Lch. lows (200 Hz.) boosted &highs (8 KHz.) cut 6 8 Track 39, Ex 3 15 ms. time delay Rch. 2 

" 
gated reverb added 2 Track 40, Ex 4 stereo reversed 4 

Lch. lows boosted 6dB @ 200 Hz. 4 Track 41, Ex 5 9 

Drill Set 9 Drill Set 6 

gross (10-30%) overiood distortion ("dipping"), 9 Track 42, Ex ) gross (10-30%) overiood distortion ("dipping"), 12Trock 27, Ex I 
no chonge 12 Track 43, Ex 2 slight (1-3%) overload distortion ("dipping·) 1Track 28, Ex 2 

stereo to mono 1 Track 44, Ex 3 stereo to monoTrack 29, Ex 3 5 
3dB louder 5 Track 45, Ex 4 Lch. mids (l K) boosted &Rm. highs (10K) cui 6dBTrack 30, Ex 4 15 

15 Track 46, Ex 5 slight (1·3%) overload distortion ("dipping')reverb added 5Track 31, Ex 5 
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Speclfk Change Music Music Credits: Examples 

1
 

2
 

Track 47, Ex 1
 

Drill Set 10
 

3
3d810uder 11
 
Track 48, Ex 2
 4
 

Track 49, Ex 3
 

Rch.lows boosted 6d8 @ 200 Hz.
 7
 
5
 

Track 50, Ex 4
 

slight (1-3%) overload distortion ("clipping') 6
 
6
 

Track 51, Ex 5
 

3dB louder 13
 
7
 

8
 
3db boost during sample 14
 

9
 

Track 52, Ex 1
 

Drill Set 11
 

10
 

Track 53, Ex 2 . 15 ms. time delay Lch.
 

high frequencies cut 6d8 @ 8KHz. B 
11
2
 
12
 

Track 55, Ex 4
 

Track 54, Ex 3
 mid Irequencies cut 6dB @ 2KHz. 4
 
13
 

Track 56, Ex 5
 

Rch. lows boosted 6dB @ 100 Hz. 9
 
14
 

15
 
stereo reve~ed 12
 

Drill Set 12
 

Track 57, Ex 1
 no change 1
 

Track 58, Ex 2
 slight (1·3%) overload distortion ("dipping') 5
 
Track 59, Ex 3
 mono to pseudo-stereo 3
 

Track 60, Ex 4
 50 ms. time delay Rch. 7
 

Track 61, Ex 5
 3dB attenuation during sample 6
 

Track 62
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Alex Acuna and the Unknowns: 1binking 01 You; JVC JMI 2006-2, NC Records 

Oscar Castro-Neves: 'Brazilian Scandals", JVC 2018·2, JVC Recards 

Tom Coster: "Gotcha!!; JVC 2015·2, JVC Records 

Fronk Gambole: "Note Worker', JMID 2001, JVC Records 

Don Grusin, 'llon Grusin; JVC JMI 2010-2, JVC Records 

Kevyn Lettau: 'Simple tile:' JVC 2016·2, JVC Records 

Special EFX: 'Play', JVC 2017·2, JVC Records, JVC Records 

Sadoo Watanabe, "Morning I~and", JMI2013·2, JVC Records 

Signs al tile: 'Signs 01 tile; SOL Records 

Fifth Estate: 'Ding Dong! The W'1kh is Bock!", BSD 116, Boston Skyline Records 

Seymour Hayden: 'Sca~atti by Hayden", Boston Skyline Records 

8runo Roberg: 'Pentimenlo; BSD 115, Boston Skyline Records 

1be Very Best ofTRACKS, 1969·1974: BSD llI..i1oston Skyhne Records 

Trio Sanoto, BSD 110, Boston Skyline Recards 

Trio SanDIa: "Encorel', BSD 114, Boston Skyline Records 
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problems, Suggestions and Comments 

Over the years there have been several routine comments that students have 

made about the drills that I would like to discuss in order to ease your mind. 

1. "The equalization idrllls can be tough to hear, especially
 
octaves 1 and 1e,."
 

The equalization drills lnvolve all ten octaves of the audio spectrum. Because 
the examples are chosen at random, the octave centered at 31 Hertz is often 
involved. What you will soon discover is that most loudspeakers don't do much 
below 40 Hertz and most recorded music doesn't have much energy down there 
either. So, such examples are hard (impossible, sometimes) to hear. In keeping 
with the realities of the real world, that's life. Remember to guess! 

2. "The slates are really annoying." 
Comments (including some remarkably rude ones), suggest that my slates are a 

distraction, particularly with the A/B drills. There is a reason: auditory memory 
fades quickly, and the drills become much easier (too much so, in fact) if the tran
sition from Ato B is very quick. Again, real life doesn't work that way: .the problems 
usually occur while two people are talking to you while you eat a hamburger in the 

dOOlway of the studio while an automated mix is being made. That's when you 
need to be able to hear the aforementioned reverb return drop out So, the slate is 

intended to serve as a buffer, a distractor, between the two examples. 
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3. "It's really hard to hear the stereo examplesl" 
Many of the AlB drills that involve stereo/mono, polarity reversal, change on 

one channel only, etc. are mawy audible along the median plane and barely audi
ble anywhere else in the room This is an important lesson to learn. Ifyou sit off to 
the side of the median plane, you are going to be in trouble. 

The median plane (as taught in high school geometry-it had to come in handy 
sometime) consists of all points equidistantfrom each speaker. Anything more 
than a couple ofinches offthe median plane will do grievous damage to the stereo 
illusion, particularly for critical listening and stereo audio mixing. 

As an audio pro, learn to fight for a seat on the median plane: your career may 
depend it! 

4. "What is The Secret to acing the.e drills In nothing flaU" 
Frankly, I think intuitive guessing (snap offthe answer quickly, without thought, 

as soon as you hear the stimulus) works pretty wellJ particularly as you gain expe
rience. When pink noise is the signal source, characterizing the octave bands (2 
kHz as a leaky steam fitting, 63 Hz as a distant jet engine, for instance) works pret
ty well. However, this labeling technique has its dangers when you get into pro
gram material; because your pet noise characterizations may not align with the 
instrumental timbres you are listening to. Over the long run, I personally have 
tried to memorize a sense of "highness" or "lowness" for each octave band, and 
found this works quite well in real life. If you have a sense of the "sound" of an 
octave band (and the sound ofits absence) firmly fixed in your ear-memory, it is 
quick work to move into the equalization realm to fix problems during recording 

sessions. 
For theA/B drills, I thinkyou have to hang loose, and let the answers come to you. 

(How's that for pseudo-Zen?) You do this by relaxing, letting yourself n~tice that 
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there is a difference, and trien intuitively guessing what the difference is (the most 
terrifying thing about these drills is that often you can't hear a difference at first). 
Sure, you'll be wrong a lot, but the trick is to notice that there is a difference. Once 
you can do that, the rest is fairly easy. Remember, there is no way thatyou can learn 
and know all the differences in your mind beforehand by brute intellectual force. 

The drills all involve self-scoring, if you care to indulge. Keep in mind that this is 
not a competition, and just because you score in the high 90's doesn't mean that 
you have betterhearing*ai-t some other poor scWumpf.What it means is thatyou 
are more effectively recognizing and articulating what you are hearing than you 
were when you were scoring in the low 80's. So, the drills aren't tests, and the strict
1y optional scoring is for your own information and critical evaluation. 

History of These Drills 
I started giving these ear training drills to individual students and small classes in 

my own recording studio in the early 1970s. The method is based on traditional 
musical ear training methods that were inflicted on me in music school (Juilliard), 
but with as much of the terror removed as possible. (Some music schools used to 
treat ear training as a rite ofpassage, an initiation-by-humiliation ritual.) 

As some of you may know, in traditional music ear-training, students practice 
hearing and identifying intervals, chords, melodies, rhythms and counterpoint. 
"Taking dictation" (Gulp!- I still cringe in fear, just thinking about it!) meant lis
tening to the teacher play something and writing it down by ear. The beginning 
part of this training was simply identifying intervals and chords. It is from that 
basic practice that I developed these drills. I've found that the terror part of ear
training is not only unnecessary, but actually counterproductive, and that by 
being friendly and supportive about it my students (that's you, now) progress 
quickly and enthusiastically. . 
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So, when you do the drills inVolume 1 you will be doing the equivalent of iden
tifying intervals and chords: you will be learning to identify regions of the audio 
spectrum. Volume 2 includes drills to help you learn to discern signal-processing 
acall them AlB drills), and after that there will be increasingly challenging spec
trum drills, to a point where you should be able to hear and identify complete 
equalization settings by ear. That's right, you should be able to listen to an equal
izer switched in and out on a recording and describe how the equalizer is set, in 
terms offrequencies and the amount of boost or cut, by ear alone! 

These drills have evolved somewhat over the years, and have achieved a certain 
amoWlt of renown. National Public Radio has used them as part of the training for 
their production and engineering personnel, and I have used them in a variety of 
college programs, including the Music Production and Engineering program at 
Berklee and the Tonmeister Studies program at the State University of New York, 
College at Fredonia. In addition, they have been used by faculty at UCLA, NewYork 
University, the Danish Acousticallnstitute, and NBC. At present, I am developing a 
full course in critical listening based on these drills fdr Emerson College in Boston. 

There are other people also working on critical listening skills for music and 
audio. Alton Everest and Tom Rossing have released some excellent auditory 
demonstration recordings. Their recordings are intended to demonstrate the 
audible effect of various signal processing operations and psychoacoustic effects. 
Andresj Miskiewicz, currently at Northeastern University in Boston and formerly 
at the Chopin Academy in Warsaw, Poland, has developed a wonderful and very 
powerful curriculum that he calls Auditory Solfege. This is an active ear-training 
curriculum (you need a teacher and a fair amount ofhardware to do it) for record
ing engineers that involves an elaborate array ofexercises and training. After three 
years ofstudy, you can hear and identify just about everything!Will Moylan, at the 
UniversityofMassachusetts at Lowell, has developed an auditory skills course that 
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involves analytical listening and notation of recorded sounds that is generally 
related to the "taking dictation" part of conventional music ear-training. Check 
out his book, The Art of Recording: The Creative Resources of Music Production 
and Audio. 

My drills are a series of exercises intended to help you learn how to identify 
sound characteristics under a wide variety of circumstances, by ear alone. 
Through practice on drills of increasing levels ofdifficulty, they allowyou to devel
op hearing skills and the ability to describe sounds to a point fairly close to the lim
its of auditory discrimination for frequency and amplitude. They are designed for 
home use, and to be extremely user-friendly. All you really need is a CD player and 
moderately decent speakers or headphones. After you've gone through and mas
tered the drills in Volumes 1 and 2, you should be able to describe the response 
curve of any given system, as well as the control settings on an equalizer, the 
amount of delay on a time-delay line, and the settings on a compressor or noise 
gate. Further, you should be able to pick out most regular signal processing with 
considerable confidence. 

This audio ear-training can be fun, in a weird kind of way. You will find that it 
can easily arouse your competitive instincts, and you may come to delight in 
impressing your friends at parties with your new-found high-tech vocabulary; as 
in, "The zither seems to be down two dB at 750 Hz and there's about 4% Total 
Harmonic Distortion on the second harmony bagpipe track. Oh, and by the way, 
the mid-range driver on the left speaker is wired out of polarity." However, audio 
ear training is much more than a game. You really cannot expect to make profes
sional quality music without such skills. Intelligent hearing (AKA Golden Ears) is a 
basic tool you should have in your bag of audio goodies (next to the red Sharpie, 
the Etymotic Ear Plugs and the lYlenol). 
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Objectives of this study 

The Ear as an Acoustical Test Measurement Instrument 
The human auditory system is a remarkable sensory system, capable of obser

vations and discrimination that equal or exceed all but the most elaborate testing 
equipment we've been able to build to measure sound. Therefore, it is possible for 
us to use our hearing as a test instrument, once we figure out how to articulate 
what it is we are hearing. The ability to accurately describe the physical nature of 
what we are hearing is a primary objective of the Golden Ears Drills. 

Ear Training and Learning 
There is also a higher-level "Zen of learning" a;;pect to all ear-training. Musical 

sound is generally perceived in the right hemisphere of the brain as "spatial" or 
holistic patterns, and as such is not generally available to the "verbal" left brain for 
conscious verbalized description. This is part of the difficulty with ear-training. 
Although the actual act of perception is fairly easy, it exists in a realm of our con
sciousness that doesn't have words. 

(If you are curious about this right brain/left brain business, check out Tom 
Blakeslee's excellent book for nonnal people, The Right Brain.) 

Nonetheless, you can certainly learn to describe what you hear, and the ability 
to effectively articulate audio issues is priceless in our field. The clumsy, inarticu
late conversation that takes place among musicians, engineers, and producers, 
such as "Can you like, make, the guitar a little fluffier, y'knowwhat I mean?" seri
ously interferes with their creative efforts. 
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Being Able to Speak Accurately About What You Hear A Few Warnings
As you become fluent at this, you will be able to easily note many things about 

a recording, quickly and apparently effortlessly. You will be able to "hear through" 
the recording much better, identifying signal processing, level problems, etc. with 
little trouble. 

The Challenge 
How Good Can Your Ears Get? 
A couple ofyears ago, a colleague ofmine, who likes to complain that he is going 

deaf in one ear and can't hear anything high in the other, knocked the proposed 
CBS Copycode scheme (which was allegedly inaudible) right out ofthe ballpark by I 
identifying it 100% of the time in controlled double-blind tests conducted by the 
National Bureau of Standards. Once he astounded me by identifying, by brand 
and model, the side microphone I had used in a middle-side stereo recording 1 
was playing for him, and noting (correctly, as I found out to my chagrin) that it was 
not functioning to spec! And yes, he has done these drills! 

When you get the hang of doing these drills, the stuff you can hear will seem 
equallymagical to others, and your ability to quickly and surely arrive at the sound 
you need will seem remarkable to them. To you, it will be obvious and intuitive. 
You will have Golden Ears. 
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Try not to lose self-confidence wheh.working on your Golden Ears. It can be a 
slow process of learning, and you may occasionally get stuck and feel like you 
aren't progressing. Stick to it and pace yourself. Just as when you learned to ride a 
bicycle, you learn this stuff through repeated failures. 

Also, I think it is really important to go over this stuff with the answers in hand 
repeatedly until you are sure you actually can consciously identify the soundswe are 
studying. You will often get lost, will not be able to hear a change, or will hear some
thing else (a boost in EQ will ofcourse make something louder- the trick. is to know 
that it wasn't just louder, but louder at a specific part of the spectrum). You will get 
frustrated and tired sometimes. Keep the faith! It's like learning to ride a bicycle! 

Getting Lower Scores While You Are Getting Better 
The nature of the drills is such that as you progress, the drills get harder. Hyou 

bother to scoreyourself, you may notice that your scores keep getting worse. Don't 
be discouraged. To use a golf analogy, the drills, start out as all Par 3 and progress 
to being all Par 6! Don't expect to be getting Par 3 scores oli Par 6 exercises! 

H you need a quick ego bqost as you get mired down in some of the more 
advanced stuff, go back and try the earlier, easier drills. For instance, after you've 
been trying to guess that B h~ attenuated 3 dB during the example, you will find 
that pink noise boosted 12 dB in one octave band is really disgustingly easy. 
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About Monitors 
There is no such thing as a perfect monitoring environment. Because these 

exercises utilize the entire audible spectrum, weaknesses in your monitoring sys
tem will be exposed. This is exacerbated by the fact that you are performing 
extremely critical listening. The solution here is to simply do your ear training, 
accepting and compensating in your mind for the apparent frequency response 
deficiencies introduced by your monitors. In fact, the audio recordings you pro
duce or listen to will b~ played on countless different systems, many ofwhich are 
probably inferior to your monitoring set-up. Learning to compensate mentally for 
deficiencies in the monitoring space is part of training your Golden Ears. 

Changing Ears 
As you start this drill work, you will notice that your perception of sounds 

changes. For a while, it may be a little disconcerting, and you should be mentally 
prepared for this. As you begin to internalize the audible spectrum, you will start 
hearing everything in terms of octaves. You roll down the car window at seventy 
(er, fifty-five, I know, I know) and hear Octave 2 (63 Hz) instead ofwind buffeting. 
You tune in a sports event and instead of crowd roar you hear Octave 5 (500 Hz). 

Instead of a light metallic edge on an acoustic guitar you hear Octave 9 (8 kHz)! 
Also, the A/B drills "Jill make you so paranoid about each little nuance that you 

will start listening to just the spaces between the sounds. For a While, you will find 
you stop hearing the music and instead hear only the reverb, the sonic detailing, 
the delays, the release trails and attack pumping of compressors. Whew! 

This goes away, sort of, after you have acquired and internalized these Golden 
Ear skills, so that your original musical focus and subjective enjoyment comes 
back. But you will also have an added dimension, a hearing acuity that allows you 
to hear your way into and through the sounds in a way that you never could 
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before, forever altering your sense ofwhat sound is and can be. 

Tarnished Ears? 

Do not panic uyou find you can not hear above 19,995 Hz Lots ofstudents have 
come to me in terror because they can't hear some high frequency and are sure 
their career is over! In fact, the half-octave bout 15 kHz isn't terribly significant 
musically and isn't played back by all that many audio systems. 

We often refer to the audible ~pectrum as 20 Hz to 20 kHz, but those stated lim
its are really just convenientvalues for us to remember. A more functional defini
tion of the useful audible spectrum for music recording might be 40 Hz to 15 kHz 
In addition, the fact that you are in the audio engineering field. at all suggests you 
have had above average exposure to sound at loud levels (in the studio, attend
ing/working concerts, etc.). So it is possible that you may even have slightly 
reduced acuity at some frequencies. Additionally, we aren't all bOrn equal. Women, 
in my experience, seem to have greater sensitivity to high frequencies and to har
monic distortion than men. Individual variances between people are significant as 
well. Don'tworry! Knowing more specifics aboutwhat you can and cannot hear will 
improve your critical listening skills. You can be sure that many of the engineers 
whose work has sold millions of records have done it with hearing that is physio
logically far from perfect. The colleague I mentioned above is a classic example. 

Tired Ears 

Ah, yes. Tired ears are, also tired brains. And when you are tired, you can't hear 
very well, in a critical listening sense. You can't do these drills for very long, just as 
you can't expect to work totally creatively and productively for sixteen hours at a 
stretch. The perceptual job is just too tough, and you've got to accept the limita
tions ofyour own particular attention span. 
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How do you know when you are tired? When louds don't seem loud anymore. 
and you feel the urge to really crank it up to give you a little shot of adrenaline. We 
all like to crank it up, of course, but I suggest that you limit it to the occasional 
recreational abuse, at home. Don't do it as a professional practice. 

Another sign that you're getting tired is when you begin to get confused, bored, 
or impatient, which is nature's way of telling you it's time to stop.Work on this stuff 
only for as long as you can really focus on it. 

In Closing... 
As your experience develops, your confidence in recording, mixing, production, 

and listening sessions \.lill go way up. That's because you can not only hear, but 
also describe what you }Lear in physical quantities, saying "the toms are boosted 6 
dB at 250 Hertz" insteao of "the toms sound tubby," or "the piccolo is down 3 dB at 
500 Hertz," instead of "I think the piccolo sounds thin" 

This business is really about sound, and this is the best doorway into sound that 
I know. So don't let the Audio Devils get you. May the Force be with you, and 
remember, ifyou can't hear it, it's probably 31 Hertz being cut! Good luck! 

Dave Moulton. Groton, MA 

PS: Weli really like to hearfrom you about these drills. We're open to suggestions, 
improvements, etc., and wouldjust like to talk to anybody that has bothered to read 
this jar! . Thanks again for your interest. 

Write to: KIQ/Golden Ears, 13351-D Riverside Drive, 
Sherman Oaks, CA 91423 

Or call us at: 213/650-2467 (Fax: 213/650-2468) 
Or Email to: kiq@soho.ios.com 
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Volume 3 of the Golden Ears Ear Training Drills is devoted to the development 
of your ability to discriminate time intervals. Specifically, the first CD in the vol
ume focuses on the perception and identification of short delay times, while the 
second CD focuses on the perception and identification ofpredelay and reverber

ation decay times. 
There are a couple of very important things to know about our perception of 

time in sound. The most important thing is that 50 milliseconds (which represents 
a frequency of 20 Hz.), represents a very important discrimination boundary for 
us. Multiple events occurring more than 50 rns. apart in time are perceived as sep
arate events, while multiple events occurring less than 50 ms. apart in time are 
fused into a "single" event, perceptually. So the range of delays between about 30 
and 70 ms. is one of the most important ranges to learn to hear. Interestingly, this 
threshold defines the lowest sinusoidal frequencies we hear, as well as the bound
ary between perceived still frames and moving pictures (it's no coincidence that 

the lowest viable frame rate for film is 24 frames per second!). 
The second thing to know is that the onset of the precedence, or Haas, effect 

(where the sound appears to come from the earlier sound source) is about.7 mil
liseconds. Delays shorter than that are perceived as coming from a point between 
the two sound sources while delays longer than that are perceived to come from 
the earlier source, sort of. In practice, delays between .7 and 15 rns. give various 
localization senses depending on speaker placement, room size, etc. 

Finally, you should know that these localization phenomena become timbral 
phenomena when you sum the delays with the undelayed signal in mono. This 
difference represents, to me, one of the most fascinating and revealing paradoxes 
about our listening system. Have fun twisting your mind around trying to under

stand it! 
The reverb drills are designed to help you recognize and identify reverb onset 
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and decay times, and to be able to predict the emotional and musical impact var
.ious times will have on different styles ofmusic. 

The amount of predelay determines something about the impact of a sound. 
The sound "Kaboom" can be thought ofas "Boom" with 100 rns. predelay. The sec
ondary punch of the onset of reverb adds great emotional intensity and force to 
sounds. How much is good? It depends on the music, its tempo, and mood. I've 
chosen a range (0 - 100 rns.) that straddles the 50 rns. threshold described above. 
After you've done these drills, you'll have a pretty good handle on your "predelay 
value system." 

Reverb time describes "how long it takes sound to die away." More importantly, 
sounds that take a long time to die away are "louder longer," which is to say they 
are more easily heard under the direct or dry sounds while the music is going on. 
At the same time, different reverberance times have different emotional qualities, 
and your ability to predict these for any given music are going to make production 
work much, much easier. I've chosen a range that cqvers the generally useful range 
of reverb times: .3 seconds to 5 seconds. 

Doing the Delay Drills 
As you've done with previous drill sets, get yourself set on the median plane, 

with answer sheet and pencil at hand and audio system levels set. Start at the 
beginning, which is a series of demonstration recordings. Play the demonstra
tions, listening carefully to the impact and sound character of the different delays. 
There are 35 different delay times, ranging from 0 to 170 milliseconds. These are 
demonstrated three times: first with a kick drum sound, second with Pink Noise, 
and finally with a brief phrase of vocal music. As the decay times increase from 0 
to 1 rns., the sound will pan from center toward the earlier speaker. :from 1 to 20 
rns., the sound will hover about the earlier speaker, but will be ambiguous and 
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change its location with each different delay. Between 20 and 50 ms., the sound 
will "pull apart" into two separate sounds: the original undelayed sound and its 
audible echo. 

One interesting thing to note and keep in mind is that 30 ms. delay equals one 
video frame of delay, 60 ms equals 2 frames, etc. If you are working with film 
sound, learning to recognize these delays is particularly useful. 

Take a break, then listen to the demos again in mono. In mono, you will hear the 
delays manifested as a pitch (this is known as "comb filtering") that gets lower as 
the delay gets longer. At 50 ms. the delay is so long that the pitch is below audio, 
and you will hear a clangorous quality on sustained sounds. 

I suggest you play the demos over a number of times, listening to them in the 
background while you are doing other things to get them in your ears. When you 
feel pretty confident you understand and can hear the various delays in the 
demonstrations, then go ahead to the drills. 

You can start doing the drills either by listening to them while looking at the 
answers or by guessing the answers. There are four kick drum drills, three Pink 
Noise Drills, and ten music drills. I recommend you do up to three drills in any 
given session, but no more unless you're feeling really sharp. These things are tir

ing, and wear you out in a hurry. 
After you take a drill you can score yourself. Ifyou guess the correct delay on an 

example, give yourself 10 for that example. For each delay interval "off" you are, 
take away 1, so that if you guessed 10 ms. and the right answer was 20 ms., your 
score is 7. Total up yr: ur scores for all ten examples. A perfect score for a drill set is 
100. Ifyou simply wr()te down random answers, you should get around 20 points. 
I expect you should be getting scores of between 70 and 85 once you get the hang 
of it. In case you hadn't already figured it out, I don't think scores are very impor

tant' except as a way for you to chart your progress. 
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After you've done all the drills, use the random function on your CD player to 
permit you take these drills over and over. Ifyou get to the point where you have 
actually memorized all of the drills, you certainly won't need my help anymore! 

Once again, remember to limityourstudysessions to three or at most four drill sets. 

How The Delay Drills Were Made 

The delay drills were produced using a truncated kick drum sample, Pink Noise 
from an Ivie Pink Noise generator, and Compact Disc recordings in a variety of 
musical styles. Although these drills are pretty close to Fair Use under the copy
right law, we have obtained permissions from all owners of the commercially 
recorded material, and would like to thank them by encouraging you to support 
them by bUying their records. See the credit list for a complete listing of all record
ings used. 

All examples for alldrill sets were recorded onto two channels of an Alesis ADAT 
recorder. Using the BRC controller, delay offsets far one channel or the other were 
created as the recordings were recorded to hard disk via Digidesign's Pro Tools for 
editing and assembly. 

I determined delays and channels by the use of a random number generator, 
with the following limit: I never repeated a delay. I did, however, include No Delay 
as a possibility. So don't try to anticipate what is going to come next. I wasn't try
ing to fool you or play mind games. 

The slate for each track actually appears at the end of the identifying slate so 
that you may listen 'blind' to each track. 

Doing the Reverb Drills 
As above, get yourself set on the median plane, with answer sheet and pencil at 

hand, and audio system levels set. Start at the beginning, which is a series of 
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